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DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
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Note: Attempt all questions.

1 Attempt any two questions : 2x1(ts20

(a) E4plain the use of scrambler and unssrambler in

digital communication system. Draw the block

diagram of an unscrambler uslng sffi registers and

explain its operation with suitable example.

(b) Write strort note on following digital modulation

techniques :

(, Dffierential phase shift keying (DPSK)

(ii) Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK).

(c) How FSK modulation and demodulation is done?

E4plain using block diagrams of modulator and

demodulator.
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Atts.mpt any two questions 2x\A=2O

2x1O=29

4xF20
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(a) Write short note on following :

(, CDF(ii) PDF (iii) random process.

(b) Define meafl, variance and standard deviatiomfor
random variables.

Also prove the following theorem on variance

(r) a2 = E(x')-tt'
(ii) Var(CX) : C2VarlX)
(iii) Var (X-Y) : Var (X) + Var (Y)

(c) The probability density function is given as

f*(x1=as-bl4 where X is a random variable.

Find :

(, relationship between a and b
(ii) cDF
(iii) the probability that outcome lies between

I and 2:

Attunpt anf two questions

(a) What do you understand by matched filter and
what are the properties of matched filter ?

(b) Derive an elpression for the probability of error
of the binary phase shift keying (BPSK) signal.

(c) Derive an e4pression for error, probability of a
matched fitter,

4 Attempt any four questions

(a) What is PN sequence? Draw suitable PN
sequence generator and prove the properties of
PN sequence and sketch its autocorrelation
function
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(b) With the help of block diagram and suitable
e4pressions e4plairt the generation and reception
of direct sequence spread spectnrm (DS-SS)
signal using BPSK modulation.

(c) Explain the following terrrrs for spread spectrum
rytstem'
(, Procqssing gain (p G)
(ii) Probability of error of DS/BpSK system
(iii) Jannningmargin

(d) E4plain the opuation of frequency hop spread
spectrum (FH-SS) withthe help of block diagram
and waveforms.

(e) E:plain how spread spectum corlrnunicdim &ul
be used forproviding multipoirf connectivity using
CDMAtechniques?

Attempt arry five questions $x4-2g
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(a) An event has six possible outcomes with the
probabilities p1:112, p2: ll4, p3: ll8 p4:lll6,
p5:1132, p5:1132. fina Ae *tropy 'of 

the
system, Also find the infor-,mation rate ifthere me
32 outcomes per second.

(b) Consider a sequefice of symbols emitted by a
source with their pobabilities as given below:

Compute the Huffiiran code forthe above source
symbols. Also findthe average codeword length
and efrciency.

(c) The generatorpolynomial of a(7,4) cyclic code
is G (p) t'+p+l find the code vectors for
messages 0111 & 1110. Ifcode is in systerratic
form
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(d) The parfu check matix of a ('1, 4) hamming code

is given

[t t rorool

[H]= | ,ro,oro 
I

[ror roorJ

Find :

(, Generator matrix
(ii) code vector for message 1011
(iii) draw the encoder diagram?
The parity check matrix of a (7, 4) hamming codo
is given.

Calculate the syndrome vectors for

(, No error in received code vector

(ii) Error in third bit of received code vestor.

A rate I /3 convolution encoder has generating

vectors as

1^
g1 = (l to), g2 = (110) and g3 = (l0l)

(r) . Sketch the encoder configuration

(ii) Draw the kellis diagram

(iii) If input message sequence is ll0l0;
determine the output sequence of the

encoder?

(e)

[t t rorool

[n]= lrro,oro l

[ror roorl

o
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